The RVM revolution.

Reliable, fast, compact, strong and clean design.

RVM X
“The RVM revolution" - RVM X is a machine with high strength and reliability. The
modulated system is very compact and therefore also easy to adapt to the store
size and needs. RVM X can be delivered as a single or double machine and can be
combined with how many compactor cabinets you like. RVM X can also be delivered
with crate recognition.
RVM X accepts all kind of empties.
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RVM X
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Infeed of CAN and PET:

Horizontal infeed. One opening for all bottles and CANs.

Registration-/infeed speed:

Up to 60 units per minute, up to 15 crates per minute

Beverage container types:

GLASS, CAN, PET, Ref-PET and CRATES

Beverage container sizes:

0.15 - 3 litre

Memory:

100 000 empty types

Recognition of empties:

360o bar code reader, Video system

Bar code:

EAN-13, EAN-8, UPC-E, UPC-A

Weight:

Electronic weight system

Control system:

PC with Linux operating system

STORING
Glass:

Euro Pallet for OWG or Soft Drop ½ Pallet size

One way PET:

*Approx. 870 units normal mix (Euro Pallet)

CANs:

*Approx. 3.500 units normal mix (Euro Pallet)

ELECTRICITY
Electricity:

1 pc 400V or 230V three phase/16A

ENERGY CONSUMOPTION
Rest modus:

110W

Operating:

190 - 2700W

Battery back-up for PC included
ENVIRONMENT
Temperature:

5-40 oC

Relative humidity:

Max 90% - non-condensing

ALARM SYSTEM
Information on display, light signal, optional sound signal. SMS, e-mail, telephone and voice mail
DISPLAY
10,4" touch colour display with back light.
PRINTER
Graphic thermo printer for logos and bar codes. Approx 1700 receipts per roll.
REMOTE CONTROL AND MONITORING - BACK OFFICE
Storage of data in the machine. Event log with detailed information. Status can be viewed on screen
and printer. Online pro-active monitoring and analysis via LAN
MARKETING
As an option the machines can be used for marketing and information for the store/chain. Donation
function is also an option.
SECURITY AND APPROVAL
EN 60335-1, EN62233, EN61000-6, CE approved according to directive. Low voltage 2014/35/EU,
EMC-direktive , machine directive 2006/42/EC (NS-EN ISO 12100:2010 2014/30/EU)
Specification may change without notice.
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RVM X – A modular system.
Add as many compactor cabinets you need.

Or add an extra RVM X machine front to the
compactor cabinet.

RVM X – Bottle table and bottle raiser
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